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Markov programming by successive approximations with respect to weighted supremum norms by J. Wessels Summary. Markovian decision processes are considered in the situation of discrete time. countable state space. and general decision space. By introducing a Banach space with a weighted supremum norm. conditions are derived, which guarantee convergence of successive approximations to the value function.
These conditions are weaker then those required by the usual supnorm approach.
Several properties of the successive approximations are derived.
I. Introduction. We consider a Markov decision process with a countably infinite or finite state space $ and decision space K. defined as follows. A system is observed at discrete points of time (t = 0.1.2 •••• ). If at time t the state of the system is i € $. a decision k € K may be chosen. which results in a reward r~. The state i at time t and the decision k determine the 1 probability p~. of observing the system in state j at time t + 1 (regardless 1J of the earlier history of the process). We suppose: L jEt; Matrix products, matrix-vector products and sums of vectors are defined In the usual way; an empty matrix product is the identical matrix.
This formulation contains the discounted case (6~1), since the discountfactor may be supposed to be incorporated in the p~.• The same holds for the IJ semi-Markov case, which only requires t to be interpreted as the number of the decision moment rather than as actual time. For semi-Markov decision processes with discounting the resulting discountfactors depend on i,j,k and may again be supposed to be incorporated in the p~.• [8J. A more general situation has been treated by Denardo [2J. In this paper we obtain similar results under somewhat weaker conditions, especially the uniformity requirements of the conditions will be weakened. Like Denardo, Macqueen, Schellhaas, and van Nunen, we shall basically apply the contraction operator technique as introduced by Blackwell [IJ. However, we shall not use the Banach space of functions on $ with supremum norm as Blackwell does. We shall introduce a Banach space V of functions on $ with a modified supremum norm. For inventory problems with average costs, Wijngaard [ISJ introduces a special (exponential) norm of this type. Lippman [6J works with the same type of norm for the discounted case, however his conditions are more complicated and only guarantee N-stage contraction. Operators in W are introduced in section 2. Section 3 presents an approximation procedure for the value function of the problem, together with a procedure to find a strategy which is nearly optimal. In section 4 some possibilities for extensions and for weakening of the conditions are suggested. As one easily verifies, II· /I is a norm and the set V is complete with respect to this norm, i.e. W is a Banach space.
This norm on W induces a norm on the set of real matrices that represent linear operators on V, viz.
For matrices A, B with II A 11, 11 B II < co and v E W we clearly have IIAv II s IIA IIl1v II and IIAB II s IIA IIIIB II • We now state some assumptions on the reward and probability structure of the system.
Assumptions.
1) r(f) E V and II r(f) II s M < co for all policies f.
2) sup IIP(f) 11=: p < 1.
f Assumption 1 means that Ir~1 s1~\ 1) for all k E K and i E $ • Hence, for fixed i E $ the rewards for different decisions are bounded, however as a function of i these bounds may increase to infinity. Actually, a function~exists such that assumption I is fulfilled, iff r~is bounded 1n 1 k f or fixed i.
For the probability structure, assumption 2 means, that, given the starting I -I state i and the decision k, the expectation of II -(Xl) is at most Pll 
where XI is the random variable denoting the state of the system at time t = 1. In the special case II = I these assumptions give the well-known conditions mentioned in section l. Choose v E V and £ > O. For any i E S a decision k is chosen such that
Now for this v and an arbitrary w E W we havẽ
In the same way we prove far arbitrary v and w We now proceed with the proof. The same reasoning gives v n for any natural number k. Hence It now suffices to prove that v approximates w~n norm for sufficiently n large n. We have o~-
n-n- 
The proof proceeds as the proof of theorem 2.
Remark. In theorem 3 the values of p and p may be replaced by * p (f) := II P(f) II and o respectively. These replacements make the assertions sharper. however. they take more work.
We have now proved. that the following algorithm ends after a finite number of steps: Howardts policy iteration method [5J appears as a specific successive approximation procedure. It seems possible to weaken the conditions under which these methods work.
An other interesting situation for extension in the sense of this paper may be found in a paper by Harrison [3J. Harrison considers a situation with unbounded reward functions where successive approximations converge in supremum norm if the starting vector is well chosen.
In the present paper the condition is:
A: a positive function jl exists, such that assumptions 1 and 2 are satisfied. It is not necessary to use a fixed 0 in the algorithm: the a-value, 6 say, n used~n the n-th situation, may depend on n; it is only required that on~6* < a(1 -p), for rt sufficiently large.
